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Coolink SWiF2-921 Fan
1500RPM 16.2dBA 55.8

ml/h Hydro-Dynamic
Bearing (92x92x25mm)

$12.95

Product Images

Short Description

Based on the award-winning original SWiF design, the new SWiF2 series of high-performance quiet fans takes its successful
predecessor's proven qualities one step further by adding hydro-dynamic bearing as well as an unique, exciting color scheme.
The new hydro-dynamic bearing ensures whisper quiet operation and even better longevity, which is reflected in an enhanced
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warranty time of 60 months. Now also available with support for PWM fan speed control (on certain models), the SWiF2 series
provides excellent silent-performance and includes a full range of trusted Coolink quality fans, suitable for all applications
inside your system.

Fan cable is fully sleeved in nylon Techflex sleeving and Premium Heatshrink, colors of your choice.

Description

Based on the award-winning original SWiF design, the new SWiF2 series of high-performance quiet fans takes its successful
predecessor's proven qualities one step further by adding hydro-dynamic bearing as well as an unique, exciting color scheme.
The new hydro-dynamic bearing ensures whisper quiet operation and even better longevity, which is reflected in an enhanced
warranty time of 60 months. Now also available with support for PWM fan speed control (on certain models), the SWiF2 series
provides excellent silent-performance and includes a full range of trusted Coolink quality fans, suitable for all applications
inside your system.

Fan cable is fully sleeved in nylon Techflex sleeving and Premium Heatshrink, colors of your choice.

Features

High-performance hydro-dynamic bearing
Protective cable sleeving
Inkl. Anti-Vibration Bolts & Screws
Trusted Coolink quality

Specifications

SWiF2 Fan 921

Size (mm) 92x92x25

Rotation Speed (RPM
+/-10%) 1500

Airflow (mł/h) 55.8

Acoustical Noise (dB/A) 16.2

Input Power (W) 0.72

Input Current (A) 0.06

Voltage Range (V) 7-13

PWM No 
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Pcs/Colli (Pcs) 80

Weight/Colli (kg) 10.72

 

Additional Information

SKU SWiF2-921

Weight 0.8000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 92mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1500

Fan CFM 56

Fan Noise (dB) 16

Vendor SKU/EAN 4716123313373


